A manipulative activity for exploring effective nuclear charge (Z_{eff})
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ABSTRACT

High-school and undergraduate college students may often rely on memorization when learning periodic trends, leading to an ineffective understanding of introductory chemistry concepts like atomic radius, ionization energy, and electron affinity. Comprehension of effective nuclear charge (Z_{eff}) is foundational to a complete understanding of periodic trends. Z_{eff} remains an abstract concept for many students, indicating that a manipulative activity for teaching the phenomenon could be a useful way to explain the concept for greater student comprehension. Here we report a hands-on learning activity to target this knowledge gap using magnetic attraction as an analogy for electrostatic attraction within the atom. This approach enables students to explore the phenomenon of effective nuclear charge at a macroscopic level and apply their learning to periodic trends and related concepts. We anticipate that this activity will fill a long-standing hole in the active learning of chemical principles. Importantly, this activity is low-cost and can be assembled using readily accessible materials to allow implementation in most classrooms and virtual learning environments.
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As an abstract idea in chemistry, effective nuclear charge may be difficult to comprehend in a classroom setting. Many high school and college textbooks provide accurately written explanations of effective nuclear charge but lack clear visual representations that are vital for student comprehension. Textbook explanations often utilize the equation:

\[ Z_{\text{eff}} = Z - \sigma \]

where \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective nuclear charge, \( Z \) is the nuclear charge, and \( \sigma \), the shielding constant, is calculated based on the electrons in shells and subshells between and among valence electrons and the nucleus.\(^1\) Relying on a mathematical description rather than a conceptual explanation may not provide students with the relevant atomic-level understanding of the phenomenon. Many textbooks and published works may emphasize visual illustrations of periodic trends, such as that seen in Figure 1, but lack descriptive explanations of the atomic-level structure-property relationships that explain those trends. Given that a conceptual understanding of effective nuclear charge is crucial for fully comprehending periodic trends, students who fail to understand the concept may rely on memorization and heuristics.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the periodic trends commonly displayed in introductory Chemistry textbooks. Therefore, when asked to explain the atomic-level basis for periodic properties of elements, such as 'why does fluorine have a higher electron affinity than chlorine?', we have observed that students often
respond that fluorine is higher on the periodic table than chlorine, which, while true, is an answer based on a heuristic rather than on an understanding of a physical model of the atom.

The lack of a thorough comprehension of the atomic-level explanation for the origin of effective nuclear charge may lead to misconceptions that negatively impact student mastery of later curricula. Examples of such misconceptions include the assumption that increasing atomic numbers directly correlates to increasing atomic radius or that atoms with the greatest electron affinity also have the highest electronegativity. A possible underlying reason for these misunderstandings about periodic trends is a limited understanding of the concept of effective nuclear charge.

Educational manipulatives that provide a hands-on analogy and the use of representations to explain effective nuclear charge could reduce common misconceptions. Developing representational competence allows students to translate a visualization of a chemical idea or process into logical understanding. Manipulatives are a common tool in chemistry used to develop these skills and simplify a variety of abstract concepts using physical representations. Despite the important role manipulatives play in chemistry education, there remains a lack of options that provide a physical representation as an analogy for effective nuclear charge.

By working with a tangible portrayal of the phenomena, students are encouraged to take an analytical approach, thus increasing critical thinking and communication skills. Specifically, the use of motor skills adds kinesthetic detail to student thinking and activates the sensorimotor brain system, an area not activated when simply reading or listening. Activation of this region has been shown to improve understanding and performance in science education. Active learning, an instructional approach that promotes student engagement in the learning process, has also been shown to benefit student attitudes, understanding, and thinking skills. One method that promotes active learning is the integration of activities into traditional lectures. By working through activities, students are more likely to remember key concepts and avoid misconceptions. An active learning approach may also aid students in forming representational fluidity, vital for applying understanding of effective nuclear charge to related topics.

Therefore, the goal of this activity is to shift away from memorization-focused instruction in favor of a comprehensive explanation that will increase accurate and thorough student knowledge.
Focusing on a physical analogy/representation for effective nuclear charge can also provide an entry point to explanations of related concepts like ionization energy, atomic radii, and electron affinity that are essential to general chemistry understanding.

**Implementation**

This effective nuclear charge activity offers an active learning approach to the concept by using magnetic attraction as a proxy for electrostatic interactions within the atom. Using low-cost and readily available materials, this lesson is easily replicated in high-school or college-level general chemistry courses to help students develop their chemical intuition and apply what they learn to other phenomena. Using a flat, circular magnet to represent the positively charged nucleus and flat washers to represent electrons, students will be able to investigate effective nuclear charge and use their new understanding of the concept to make causal explanations of periodic trends.
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**Figure 2.** Materials needed to carry out the effective nuclear charge classroom activity. Two identical silver magnets represent the protons (Z) in the nucleus of an atom, whereas five metal washers represent the electrons of that same atom.

This activity has been pilot tested for our first quarter of general chemistry courses in our on-campus studio classrooms, which combine lecture and laboratory teaching to provide a variety of hands-on and other active learning opportunities. Students worked through the lesson collaboratively in clusters of eight. However, if desired by an instructor, students could work individually or in teams of 2-4 students to enhance communication and collaboration skills. The components are inexpensive and straightforward, allowing
instructors to produce kits for many different learning environments including large lectures, laboratories, and even at home use for students who are learning online. A complete draft of student materials is included in the Supporting Information.

Each student is provided with a kit containing two silver magnets and five metal washers (Figure 2). First, students investigate the change in the magnetic attraction between the magnet (nucleus) and the outermost washer (valence electron) by observing how the number of washers (inner electrons) added changes the difficulty of removing the outermost washer. Students will find that as more washers are added, it becomes increasingly easier to remove the outermost washer, implying a decrease in attraction (Figure 3). This decrease in attraction, in the context of the comparison made in this activity, suggests an increase in shielding as the number of electrons in an atom increases. Next, students explore how adding a second magnet changes the difficulty of removing the outermost washer. Students will find that as the number of magnets increases, the attraction between the magnet and the outermost washer increases, demonstrating increased attraction between the nucleus and electrons for atoms with a larger number of protons (Figure 4).

Students are then told that the magnets represent the number of protons (Z) and the outermost washer represents the valence shell electrons of that atom, thus encouraging students to analyze the connection between magnetic and electrostatic attraction. Several questions are then posed to the students, helping them connect their observations to the concept of effective nuclear charge and asking them to infer general relationships about the number of protons in the nucleus, the number of inner electrons, and the attraction and repulsion forces on the valence electrons. Lastly, students are asked to consider the limitations of this analogy in representing the true relationship between electrons and
protons within an atom to make clear that electrons repel each other, unlike like the washers in this activity.

Figure 3. Layering additional washers onto one magnet decreases attraction between the magnet and outermost washer. This demonstrates how increased shielding decreases the effective nuclear charge for electrons in an atom.

Figure 4. The outermost washer is harder to remove when an additional magnet is added. This demonstrates how an increase in the number of protons (Z) will increase the effective nuclear charge experienced by electrons within that atom.

Through this activity, students can assess the implications of effective nuclear charge on periodic trends such as atomic radius, ionization energy, and electron affinity. Students can observe that a change in attraction between the magnet and outermost washer correlates to a change in effective nuclear charge for a valence electron. Using this manipulative for the concept, students can infer that atoms with a larger number of protons or lack of shielding lead to a smaller atomic radius, increased ionization energy, and increased electron affinity. By allowing students to create a mental model for effective nuclear charge, we believe they
will be able to provide more effective causal explanations for periodic trends, rather than simply relying on memorization and heuristics.

This $Z_{\text{eff}}$ activity was implemented in one section of our first-quarter general chemistry studio classroom serving 64 students in Fall 2019. Six weeks later, these students, along with all 559 students enrolled in all sections of the course, took a common final exam in which they were asked the question “How does effective nuclear charge ($Z_{\text{eff}}$) affect average atomic size?” Students were presented with multiple-choice options relating how “tightly” the electrons are “held” to increasing or decreasing average atomic size. 82.5% of the 64 students who experienced the manipulative activity answered correctly compared to 74.5% of the entire population of students who answered correctly. The persistence of the learning gain in this preliminary assessment provides the impetus for a more thorough investigation of representational competence of effective nuclear charge.

**SUMMARY**

We have introduced a hands-on activity for effective nuclear charge that uses magnetic attraction as an analogy for the relationship between the nucleus and electrons within an atom. Students use magnets to represent nuclear attraction and washers to represent electrons. This allows students to develop mental models for effective nuclear charge, potentially avoid common misconceptions associated with the phenomena, have higher engagement, and help build critical thinking skills. The analogy introduced in this activity can be used for the understanding of related concepts such as atomic radius, electron affinity, ionization energy, and other periodic trends.
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